The Green-GO Wall Panel X Speaker version is a panel-mounted version of the Green-GO Beltpack with direct access to three communication Channels (either a single direct user or a group.) In addition there is a speaker with a separate engine to which any user or group can be assigned. For example program audio and stage manager announcements.

The Wall Panel X has a large colour TFT touch display which also acts as a cue acknowledgement button. The display will show textual information and coloured pop-ups for cue’s and calls. On the front of the Wall Panel is a rotary encoder which acts as a master volume control for the speaker and when pressed allows for setup of the device. Together with 3 RGB backlit push buttons for direct talk access to the headset channels.

Features
- Easily combinable with any other Green-GO Beltpack or Multi-channel Station (no separate matrix or interface required)
- Integrated loudspeaker, or external loudspeaker
- Powered through PoE (802.3af-2003 Standard)
- Intercom routing data, system setup & preferences are stored in local memory
- Create your own configuration with the free Green-GO Control software

Technical Data
- Dimensions: 81 x 30 x 81 mm
- Weight: 480g
- Connections: Neutrik XLR4M
- Controls: 1 x Rotary Encoder
- Power Supply: PoE (802.3af)

Article Reference
GGO-WPX

Accessory
GHSA05 Handset Telephone Style